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We present unifying rules governing the efficient locomotion of swimming fish and
marine mammals. Using scaling and dimensional analysis, supported by new experimental
data, we show that efficient locomotion occurs when the values of the Strouhal (St) number
St(=fA/U ) and A∗(=A/L), two nondimensional numbers that relate forward speed U ,
tail-beat amplitude A, tail-beat frequency f , and the length of the swimmer L are bound
to the tight ranges of 0.2–0.4 and 0.1–0.3, respectively. The tight range of 0.2–0.4 for the
St number has previously been associated with optimal thrust generation. We show that the
St number alone is insufficient to achieve optimal aquatic locomotion, and an additional
condition on A∗ is needed. More importantly, we show that when swimming at minimal
power consumption, the Strouhal number of a cruising swimmer is predetermined solely by
the shape and drag characteristics of the swimmer. We show that diverse species of fish and
cetaceans cruise indeed with the St number and A∗ predicted by our theory. Our findings
provide a physical explanation as to why fast aquatic swimmers cruise with a relatively
constant tail-beat amplitude of approximately 20% of the body length, and their swimming
speed is nearly proportional to their tail-beat frequency.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevFluids.2.083102
I. INTRODUCTION
Scaling parameters are of great importance in describing the dominant physics of locomotion. The
Strouhal (St) number St(=fA/U ) is one such parameter that has been used widely to characterize
aquatic locomotion [1–15] when the inertial fluid effects are dominant (high swimming velocities or
large body sizes). The Strouhal number relates swimming speed U to the tail-beat frequency f and
tail-beat amplitude (tip-to-tip excursion of the tail) A. This number can be thought of as an indicator
for the effectiveness of the flapping locomotion as it indicates the distance a swimmer advances per
flap of its tail. The Strouhal number was first introduced to characterize vortex shedding behind bluff
bodies [16,17]. Owing to the presence of the vortex wake left behind both self-propelled swimmers
and bluff bodies, the St number has been adopted to characterize thrust and efficiency as well as the
wake structure of oscillating appendages used for self-locomotion [3].
Swimming and flying species differ in morphology and flapping mechanisms, but it has been
observed that they share a common aspect of locomotion characterized by a narrow range of the St
number [2–4]. This range of St number has previously been associated with maximum propulsive
efficiency of oscillating foils [3]. In a typical study to investigate the performance of oscillating
foils, the foil is placed inside a water tunnel with a prescribed incoming flow speed, and thrust
and input power are measured for various foil kinematics. For both two-dimensional foils and
three-dimensional wings, thrust and input power are found to increase with the St number. The
propulsive efficiency—defined as the ratio of thrust power to input power—however exhibits a
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general peak in a range of the St number which in some studies [2–8] coincides with the narrow
range of the St number observed in nature, whereas in some other studies [9,10] there is no such
correspondence. This tight range has also been attributed to the optimal duration that a leading edge
vortex stays attached to the propulsor, which then can produce maximum possible thrust [1].
Although some of the experiments with prescribed incoming flow speed suggest that the tight
range of the St number is related to the effectiveness of the swimming, the implication that the St
number is actively tuned to this range by the animal remains speculative. In these experiments, the
St number is considered as an independently controllable input parameter since the flow speed is
prescribed and controlled separately. However in the self-propelled swimming of animals, U is a
variable that depends on the independent input variables f and A. As such, there is no assurance
that the St number can be tuned to the above range by the swimmer; therefore, it is effectively a
dependent parameter [11,12]. A further question then is if indeed the animal cannot choose its St
number and yet, its St number is observed to be tuned to the optimal range, how does this tuning
take place, and what aspects of the design of the animal are most responsible for achieving this
range of the Strouhal number? More importantly, given that the St number is not the sole indicator of
efficiency—since many combinations of frequency and amplitude can result in the same St number
[6,13]—what additional conditions need to be satisfied so that economical locomotion of aquatic
swimmers is realized fully?
Using simple dimensional and scaling analyses supported by new experimental evidence, we show
that when cruising at minimum input power, the St number cannot actively be set by the swimmer.
In particular, given the balance of thrust and drag in self-propelled swimming, it is shown that the
St number is a function of only the size and drag coefficient of the shape. The drag coefficient
is independent from U at high speeds (turbulent flow), which then makes the St number (which
depends explicitly on the drag coefficient and not on U ) become independent of U even implicitly.
The independence of the St number from U (at high speeds) further emphasizes the lack of ability
by the swimmer to set its St number.
In this paper we provide further insight into the underlying conditions for optimal fishlike aquatic
locomotion. We identify and propose a constraint on A∗(=A/L) in addition to the well-referenced
constraint on the St number [1–6] to fully describe the optimal swimming gait for fast swimmers
[(Re  104−105) where Re stands for the Reynolds number] [18]. In particular, we show that the
input power coefficient (a metric for the energy expenditure of the swimming) for a swimmer
employing flapping fishlike locomotion is minimized for all cruising speeds only when the swimmer
constrains A∗ to the narrow range of 0.1–0.3. A survey of kinematics for a wide range of species
of fish and cetaceans (both our data as well as data from the literature) shows that the ranges of the
St number and A∗ for fast swimmers indeed are constrained to 0.2–0.4 and 0.1–0.3, respectively.
Our findings provide a physical explanation as to why fast aquatic swimmers cruise with relatively
constant tail-beat amplitude—at approximately 20% of the body length [14,15,19]—yielding a
swimming speed which is nearly linearly correlated with their tail-beat frequency [14,15].
II. DIMENSIONAL AND SCALING ARGUMENTS
We present a dimensional analysis that relates the swimming speed U of a swimmer with fishlike
flapping propulsion to the frequency f and tip-to-tip amplitude A of the tail beat as well as to the
body length L (Fig. 1). Note that kinematics of fish locomotion can be generally more complex.
Here we aim to construct a model that captures the physics of fishlike aquatic locomotion using the
minimum number of parameters.
We assume that most of the thrust force is produced by the lateral movement of the aft part
of the swimmer (herein named the tail) and much of the resistive drag generated by its front
part (herein named the body), which has considerably less movement than the posterior region of
the body. Although the degree of separation of thrust and drag remains an open question [20],
this assumption seems reasonable as a first approximation given previous work on fish kinematics
which has shown for a diversity of species (from eels to tuna) that the anterior region of the body
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FIG. 1. A snapshot of a live freely swimming trout.
oscillates with much lower amplitude than the caudal (tail) area [21,22]. This has also been shown for
swimming by cetaceans [23]. We further focus on the mean translation of the swimmer, constrained
to the longitudinal direction, ignoring the translational and rotational oscillatory movements that are
caused by the oscillation of the tail. This assumption is a starting point and is reasonable for fish
swimming during rectilinear locomotion [24,25]. Indeed, a similar assumption has been invoked
in a control-theoretic study [12] where the optimality of a three-linked swimmer moving in one
dimension was studied. Additionally, we assume that the swimmer is slender, i.e., its body width is
much smaller than its length.
For a freely swimming swimmer, the cycle averaged thrust force ¯T , produced by its tail is
balanced by the resistive drag ¯D, mainly from its body,
CT ST = CDSD, (1)
where CD and CT are drag and thrust coefficients associated with the body and the tail, respectively,
and defined as C( ¯T , ¯D) = 2( ¯T , ¯D)/ρU 2S(T ,D) where ρ is the density of the fluid and ST and SD are
the lateral planform areas of the tail and the body.
The model we employ is a freely swimming swimmer that controls its speed through only two
degrees of freedom, namely, tail-beat frequency and amplitude. Speed U is an outcome of the effort;
it is a function (φ1) of frequency and amplitude of the tail beat, geometry, thrust characteristics of
the tail, as well as geometry and drag characteristics of the body,
U = φ1(f,A,L,CD,CT ). (2)
CD and CT contain information about the body and tail geometries, respectively. Furthermore, CD
and CT are functions of the Reynolds number of the flow. Equation (1) is used to eliminate the
explicit dependence of Eq. (2) on CT . Nondimensionalizing the revised Eq. (2) results in
U
fA
= St−1 = φ2
(
SD
ST
,
A
L
,CD
)
, (3)
where φ2 denotes the functional form of the dependence as yet to be determined. A similar
dimensional analysis was performed in Ref. [26] where the swimming speed of fish was derived as
a function of the body length, drag coefficient, and metabolic rate.
Equation (3) indicates that the motion of a cruising fishlike swimmer can be described fully using
two nondimensional numbers, the St number and A∗(=A/L), implying both the significance as well
as the insufficiency of the St number to fully characterize aquatic locomotion. In particular, Eq. (3)
shows that, when the swimmer maintains constant amplitude of the tail beat, then the St number
becomes only a function of geometry and drag characteristics of the fish and cannot be controlled
otherwise. The assumption of the constancy of A∗ is motivated originally by the observation that
fish and cetaceans maintain fairly constant tail-beat amplitudes at 20% of their body length when
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cruising [14,15,19]. In the following section we show that there is indeed an energetic advantage for
a swimmer at all speeds when the nondimensional flapping amplitude of the motion is constrained
to the tight range of 0.1–0.3.
To gain more insight into the dependence of the St number of a swimmer on its geometry and
drag characteristics, a scaling argument is undertaken. The focus remains on motions with high
flapping frequencies and low flapping amplitudes because they are more efficient (as will be shown
below). For such high-f and low-A motions, added mass effects are the dominant contributors for
the production of force. The mass of fluid displaced by the oscillating tail in each tail beat scales
with ρST A whereas the acceleration of the tail scales with f 2A. As a result, it makes sense to scale
cycle-averaged thrust as ¯T ∼ ρST (fA)2.A thrust coefficient ˜CT corresponding to this scaling is
then defined
˜CT =
¯T
1
2ρST (fA)2
→ ˜CT = 1St2 CT . (4)
Theodorsen’s thin airfoil theory as is covered in Ref. [27] indicates that ˜CT is constant in an ideal
flow (i.e., at the limit of infinite Re numbers). Based on this theory, for a thin pitching foil, the value
for the constant is ˜CT = π3/16. The relation of CT with the St number as predicted in Eq. (4) agrees
with the experimental findings of Ref. [28] where they showed time-averaged thrust coefficients of
foils undergoing heaving and pitching motions correlated well with the square of the St number for
a wide range of flow conditions.
Substituting the new expression for CT into Eq. (1) results in
St =
(
SD
ST
)1/2(
CD
˜CT
)1/2
. (5)
Absence of A/L from Eq. (5) indicates that in the limit of high frequency and low amplitude
flapping motions, the explicit dependence of the St number on A/L in Eq. (3) vanishes. Comparing
Eq. (5) with Eq. (3) suggests the existence of a limiting value for A/L (herein named A∗c ) above
which the St number is no longer determined solely based on the shape of the swimmer but also
depends on the kinematics of flapping. We provide experimental evidence that this swimming regime
(motions with A∗ > A∗c ) is not energetically favorable for swimmers with fishlike locomotion. In
order to spend the least power to cruise at any chosen speed, a swimmer needs to maintain a constant
amplitude at A = A∗cL wherein the St number becomes effectively independent of the specific gait
and is determined solely by the shape and design of the swimmer. A gait is defined as a unique
combination of directly controllable swimming parameters, i.e., f and A.
Similar scaling arguments have been carried out in Ref. [29] to describe undulatory fish
locomotion at cruise. They however do not take into account the effect of the tail-beat amplitude in
deriving the underlying relations. In fact, the tail-beat amplitude is assumed a priori to be constant
solely based on observations of fish data [14] and without providing any physical explanation as to
why this is the case. In the current paper, we show that a more complete description of the physics
of the flapping fish locomotion requires that the tail-beat amplitude A be retained (as A∗ = A/L)
and that it be controlled independently [Eq. (3)]. The optimum value of A∗ then is shown to be
determined from the power efficiency of the swimmer.
It has been reported that the St number for fish varies with swimming speed [15,21,30].
Equation (5) provides an explanation as to how the St number varies with U : Variation of the
St number with U simply is inherited from the variation of CD with U. To obtain a qualitative
understanding of the St number versus the U trend, it is sufficient to substitute the behavior for the
drag coefficient of streamlined bodies [Fig. 2(b)] into Eq. (5). In the general case of fish locomotion,
the total drag exerted on the body consists of skin friction and form drag as well as profile drag due
to the motion of the body relative to the fluid [31,32]. Here, we assume that the body of the swimmer
moves in the forward direction steadily with negligible translational or rotational accelerations and
that the total drag of the body is dominated by skin friction drag at lower Reynolds numbers and by
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FIG. 2. (a) Variation of the Strouhal number with swimming speed per body length for trout (new data),
cetaceans (new data), cetaceans [15] (various species of dolphin and killer whale), dace [14], mackerel [35],
saithe [35], blacktip shark [36], and rainbow trout [37]. (b) (Square root of) The drag coefficient of streamlined
bodies with thickness ratios of 6%,12%, and 25% as a function of the Reynolds number [38].
form drag at higher (turbulent) Re numbers [Fig. 2(b)]. This assumption is reasonable for bodies of
most fish [33,34].
According to Eq. (5), the St number is a decreasing function of U with a pattern similar to the
square root of the drag coefficient (of a streamlined body) with the Reynolds number: The St number
drops rapidly with speed at low U (where the skin friction drag dominates the total drag, i.e., viscous
regime D ∼ U ) and eventually levels off at high enough U (where the pressure drag dominates the
total drag, i.e., inertial regime D ∼ U 2). This trend of the St number versus U predicted by Eq. (5)
matches qualitatively with that observed among trout (new data), cetaceans (new data), cetaceans
[15], dace [14], mackerel [35], saithe [35], blacktip shark [36], and rainbow trout [37] [Fig. 2(a)].
Figure 2(b) should not be taken as a quantitative match for Fig. 2(a). In order for Fig. 2(b) to be
matched perfectly with Fig. 2(a), one would need to have access to the complete size and shape
of the body as well as the speed-dependent drag coefficient for each swimmer. Such data were not
available. The extent of the prediction of the theory in this paper is that the Strouhal number of a
given animal has a dependence on speed that is inherited from the square root of the drag coefficient
of the streamlined body.
Although the above dimensional and scaling analyses provide valuable insight into the physics of
aquatic locomotion by identifying and clarifying the role of the governing nondimensional quantities,
they do not contain information about the optimality of flapping fishlike swimming, which one may
reasonably expect because of years of evolution that have contributed to energetically favorable
locomotion for aquatic swimmers. To obtain information for the energetics of the motion, the
detailed experimental analysis of models of flapping fishlike swimmers are undertaken next.
III. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
A rectangular flexible foil of chord length 167 mm and span 68 mm was considered as a proxy
for a fish performing undulatory locomotion. The foil was attached to an aluminum rod that was
connected to a rotatory motor (Pittman, GM8724S009) through a force and torque transducer (ATI
Nano-17 six-axis force and torque transducer, ATI, Inc.). The thickness of the foil was less than 3%
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FIG. 3. Schematic of the robotic flapper to generate fishlike motion. (a) Perspective view and (b) top view.
of its chord length, constituting a slender thin fish model. The foil was oscillated at the leading edge
with a pure sinusoidal pitch motion inside a recirculating flow tank at Lauder Laboratory, Harvard
University, and the speed of the water in the flow tank was controlled by the data-acquisition program
used to gather force and torque data and to drive the pitching motion. This apparatus has been used
extensively in previous studies to analyze passively flexible models of fish propulsion [39–43].
Application of the pure pitch at the leading edge created body waves throughout the foil where the
wave amplitude increased toward the trailing edge, closely resembling fish swimming. Pure pitch
around the leading edge also minimized the creation of leading edge vortices which have been shown
to greatly affect the forces on flapping foils [8]. A schematic of the device is shown in Fig. 3.
The controllable parameters of the system were frequency and amplitude of the pitch at the leading
edge as well as the incoming flow speed of the flow tank. The tip-to-tip excursion of the trailing edge
or amplitude A was controlled through the input parameters. Parameters of interest are f, A, and
U . The pitch amplitude acted merely as an intermediate parameter to generate the body waves, and
its value is not reported here. To achieve the self-propelled condition, for a given prescribed flow
speed, we searched through frequency-amplitude parameter space to find combinations of f and A
that resulted in a zero time-averaged net x force ¯Fx on the foil. The z-torque τ around the leading
edge then was measured for each combination of f and A to calculate the mechanical input power
P herein named the input power. The time-averaged input power ¯P was calculated by integrating τ ˙θ
over time, where ˙θ is the z-angular velocity at the leading edge of the foil. ¯Fx and ¯P were measured
over as many cycles as possible in 10 s of data reading, following an initial wait time so that transient
effects were suppressed. We repeated the experiments for three different flow speeds corresponding
to 1.15, 1.57, and 2 body lengths per second. The corresponding flow Reynolds number ranged from
Re = 32 500 to 56 300, where Re = UL/ν and ν denotes the kinematic viscosity of the fluid.
Kinematic data on swimming Brook trout (Salvelinus fontinalis) were obtained using Photron
PCI-1024 high-speed cameras with 1024 × 1024 pixel resolution. The trout swam steadily in the
center of a recirculating flow tank with a working section of 28 × 28 × 66 cm (W × H × L) used
for previous studies of fish swimming kinematics (e.g., Refs. [44,45]). Flow speeds ranged from one
to three body lengths per second, water temperature was 14 ◦C, and video sequences were saved only
when fish swam in the center of the tank. Both side and bottom views were recorded simultaneously at
a frame rate of 500 frames per second (fps). Fish tail-beat amplitudes and frequencies were measured
from the two camera videos and were calibrated and aligned using direct linear transformation in
MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA) with software from Ref. [46].
Additionally, the swimming motions of seven species of trained odontocete whales were
recorded at Sea World in Orlando, FL, San Antonio, TX, San Diego, CA, and the National
Aquarium in Baltimore, MD. The species examined were from the family Delphinidae, including 1
spotted dolphin (Stenella frontalis), 6 Pacific white-sided dolphins (Lagenorhynchus obliquidens),
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FIG. 4. Measured self-propelled speed and input power coefficients for the pitching foil under study: (a) Re
number (dimensionless speed) contours (solid lines), and their corresponding St number contours (dashed line;
St = f ∗A∗) and (b) power coefficient for each Re number contour as a function of nondimensional amplitude
A∗. A∗c is denoted by a solid red disk.
30 bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus), 4 false killer whales (Pseudorca crassidens), 7 pilot
whales (Globicephala melaena), and 15 killer whales (Orcinus orca), and the family Monodontidae,
including 11 beluga whales (Delphinapterus leucas). Some of the data were reported previously [15].
The body length of each animal was measured on site and used as a scale for each video sequence.
Experiments were performed in large elliptical pools with maximum lengths of 27.4–48.8 m. The
front curved portions of each pool were constructed of 1.7–2.1-m-wide Plexiglas panels, allowing
for an unobstructed view of the animals as they swam. A water depth of 1.4–2.1 m was visible
through the panels. The depth of the pools was 7.3–11.0 m. The animals normally swam about
0.5–1.0 m below the surface of the water and 1 m from the pool walls. The animals were trained to
swim upon command at different speeds around the circumference of the pool.
The swimming of the individual whales was video recorded with camcorders (Sony CCD-TR81,
Panasonic DV-510, and Sony HDR-SR11) at a rate of 30 fps. Sequential body and fluke positions were
digitized using the Peak Motus video analysis system (version 4.3.1, Peak Performance Technologies,
Englewood, CO) or Proanalyst Professional (version 1.5.4.8, Xcitex, Cambridge, MA). Kinematic
data from video records to calculate the Strouhal number included mean swimming speed (U , m/s),
fluke oscillation frequency (f , Hz) and peak-to-peak fluke amplitude (A, m). A is defined as the
maximum vertical displacement of the trailing edge of the flukes. Only video sequences in which
the animals appeared to be swimming horizontally and at a constant speed were used.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Gait independence and shape dependence of the Strouhal number of a fishlike swimmer
Figure 4 presents the measured kinematics of a self-propelled foil ( ¯Fx = 0 for all cases) on the
plane of nondimensional amplitude A∗ = A/L versus nondimensional frequency f ∗ = fL/U . The
definition for f ∗ is similar to reduced frequency k, used in some previous studies [1,6,8] none of
which addressed free swimming. Note that, although frequency f is an independently controllable
variable, its nondimensional form, i.e., f ∗ = fL/U is a dependent parameter in free swimming
because as f changes, so does U , resulting in a behavior of f ∗ which is not similar to f . The results
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were obtained for three different cruising speeds corresponding to Reynolds numbers of 32 000,
44 000, and 56 000.
As seen in Fig. 4(a), for motions with A∗ less than a critical amplitude of A∗c ∼ 0.2, contours for
all self-propelled speeds essentially coincide with one single contour of St ∼ 0.36, which falls in the
observed range of 0.2–0.4 coincident with fish and cetaceans [4]. Coincidence of a single St number
contour with multiple cruising speed contours below A∗ ∼ 0.2 shows that the St number of the
motion is independent of the foil flapping kinematics so long as A  A∗cL. For such motions, the St
number is determined solely by the geometry of the swimmer as was suggested by the dimensional
and scaling analyses and is independent of the specific gait (f and A).
Similar to the St number, f ∗ is also a dependent variable for flapping fishlike swimmers in cruise.
Its value cannot be set by the swimmer readily because the speed U varies along with the frequency
f . Therefore, the only way that a swimmer can move along the cruise speed lines in Fig. 4(a) is
by altering the nondimensional amplitude of the motion A∗; the constancy of the St number fixes
the value of f ∗ as a constant too because St(=f ∗A∗). As a result, the swimming speed of the
swimmer remains proportional to its tail-beat frequency when the flapping amplitude is kept fixed,
i.e., U = (L/f ∗)f since L/f ∗ is effectively a constant for a flapping fishlike swimmer. This result
explains the observation [14,15] that the swimming speed of fish and cetaceans is nearly proportional
to their tail-beat frequency. Finally, for motions with A > A∗cL, the independence of the St number
from the flapping gait no longer holds. The physical mechanism behind the deviation of constant
speed lines from the St number contour on the f ∗ − A∗ plane remains an open topic for future
investigation. The shedding of leading-edge vortices may be an important factor [1,6].
B. Minimum power gait
Although the gaits for self-propulsion share a common St number (for A∗  A∗c ), they do vary in
terms of input power as shown in Fig. 4(b). The input power coefficient CP = 2P/ρU 3S is found to
be minimum at the point where the isospeed contours begin to deviate from the cruising St number
contour (St ∼ 0.36) on the f ∗ − A∗ plane, i.e., at A∗ = A∗c in Fig. 4(a). S is the undeformed
planform area of the foil. The value of A∗c was found to be A∗c ∼ 0.2. The current definition of
CP has been used previously by Ref. [47] as one of their performance metrics in the shape-gait
optimization of aquatic undulatory locomotion in cruise.
Reviewing the definition of St = fA/U , CP can be rewritten as CP = 2P/ρU 3S =
2P St2/ρ(fA)2SU . Given that the cycle-averaged thrust of a cruising swimmer ¯T scales with
ρ(fA)2S, CP can be approximated as CP ∼ St2P/ ¯T U = St2/η, where η is the Froude efficiency,
defined as η = ¯T U/P . Finally, given that the St number of the swimmer remains fairly constant at
high enough swimming speeds, CP then becomes equivalent to the inverse of efficiency CP ∼ 1/η.
In that respect, CP can be thought of as a measure for effectiveness of swimming at the cruise
condition. When plotted in terms of CP , the power data partially collapse towards a single curve for
all speeds with the collapse being nearly perfect at A∗ = A∗c .
These experimental results suggest that a swimmer can minimize its input power for all
(sufficiently high) cruising speeds by staying at the nondimensional point in the (f ∗, A∗)
space corresponding to A∗c on its cruising (and shape and size-dependent) St number contour.
Dimensionally, this means that the swimmer must maintain its tail-beat amplitude at the constant
level of A(=A∗cL) and vary its speed by varying the frequency, i.e., U = (L/f ∗)f = (LA∗c/St)f =
f × const. These predictions are in line with the kinematics observed for a diverse range of species
of fish and cetaceans, such as trout, dace, saithe, mackerel, dolphin, and blacktip shark; these data are
plotted in Fig. 5. For these species the peak-to-peak amplitude of the tail beat averages approximately
20% of the body length about (A∗ ∼ 0.2), and the speed is nearly proportional to the frequency of
the tail beat, i.e., U/L ∼ f/1.5 (where f ∗ ∼ 1.5).
We emphasize that the assumption of the constant drag coefficient (i.e., high swimming Re) is
essential for the independence of the (newly found) optimal condition for flapping fishlike locomotion
(f ∗ ∼ 1.5 and A∗ ∼ 0.2) from the swimming speed. When the drag coefficient shows great variations
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FIG. 5. Gait data for trout (new data), cetaceans (new data), cetaceans [15] (various species of dolphin
and killer whale), dace [14], mackerel [35], saithe [35], blacktip shark [36], and rainbow trout [37] on the
nondimensional plane of amplitude versus frequency. Only the data with sufficiently high speed [i.e., U/L >
1(1/s)] are reported to be consistent with the assumption of high-speed cruising. The dashed and dashed-dotted
lines correspond to St = 0.2 and 0.4 and A∗ = 0.1 and 0.3, respectively.
with speed (i.e., at small Re numbers), the numerical values for the optimal condition vary with
speed. In the biological data that we obtained and processed, the St number seems to remain range
bound (∼0.2–0.4) when speed per body length of the swimmer is greater than unity (i.e., U/L  1).
Given the simplicity of the model utilized in the present paper, it is notable that the numerical
values predicted for the critical tail-beat amplitude that maintains minimum energy expenditure of the
locomotion for the swimmer matches the numerical values for the actual fish (Fig. 5 compared with
Fig. 4). One possible reason for why the simple model seems to have both qualitative and quantitative
bearings on the much more complex gaits in nature may be that the apparently more complex gaits
also have very few controllable input parameters (degrees of freedom) and their apparent complexity
merely is built passively into the actuation mechanisms (e.g., flexibility, etc.). An important element
in any dimensional analysis is the actual number of independently controllable parameters (degrees
of freedom). Thus, the number of independent variables appearing in dimensional and scaling
analyses may not be too different between the simple model of this paper and the more complex fish
locomotion in nature, leading to the good agreement.
V. CONCLUSION
It was shown that the kinematics of fish locomotion in a high-speed cruise is defined fully by two
nondimensional parameters: (i) St = fA/U , that relates the swimming speed U to frequency f , and
tip-to-tip amplitude of the tail A, and (ii) A∗ = A/L, that relates the tip-to-tip tail-beat amplitude to
the length L of the swimmer. It was shown further that, when cruising at minimum input power, the
St number cannot be set independently by the swimmer. Given the balance of thrust and drag forces
when cruising, the St number is solely a function of the shape of the swimmer, i.e., drag coefficient
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and area. The St number does exhibit some variation with the speed. The trend by which the St
number varies with swimming speed is related to the trend of variation of the drag coefficient of
a streamlined body with the speed: They both drop quickly with speed at low speeds and level off
(become constant) for high enough swimming speeds. The trend closely matches that exhibited by
fish and cetaceans.
Additionally, detailed experimental measurements were carried out on the energetics of a self-
propelled fishlike flexible flapping foil as a surrogate for oscillatory fish locomotion. The results
highlight the importance but also the insufficiency of the St number in describing efficient aquatic
locomotion. It was shown that the input power coefficient (a measure of the energy expenditure
of the swimming) is minimized when the length-specific flapping amplitude is constrained to a
narrow range of 0.1 < A∗ < 0.3. Thus we identified a constraint on A∗ in addition to the previously
found constraint on St(0.2–0.4) to fully describe the optimal swimming gait for fast swimmers. In
agreement with our predictions, it is shown that diverse species of fish and cetaceans cruise with
their St number and A∗ bound to the tight ranges of 0.2 < St < 0.4 and 0.1 < A∗ < 0.3.
The simple dimensional and scaling analyses in this paper, supported by experimental
measurements, provide quantitative and qualitative explanations for the following observed behavior
in animal locomotion: Fast aquatic swimmers cruise with relatively constant peak-to-peak tail-beat
amplitude at approximately 20% of the body length [14,15,19], and their swimming speed is nearly
proportional to their tail-beat frequency [14,15].
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